1. Elementary facts. In this paper we shall extend a result due to Diederichsen [2 ] on integral representations of cyclic groups of prime order, and shall simplify the proof thereof. Let Z denote the ring of rational integers, Q the rational field. If R is a ring, by a regular Rmodule we shall mean a finitely-generated torsion-free P-module.
Lemma 1 (Zassenhaus [9] ). Let R be a regular Z-module contained in afield K, and suppose R contains a Q-basis of K. Then every irreducible regular R-module is R-isomorphic to an ideal in R. Two ideals in R are R-isomorphic (as R-modules) if and only if they lie in the same ideal class.
Remark.
In terms of matrix representations, this lemma implies that there is a one-to-one correspondence between classes (under unimodular equivalence) of irreducible ^-representations of R and ideal classes of P. A full set of inequivalent irreducible matrix representations is obtained by restricting the regular representation of R to a full set of inequivalent ideals in R. In particular, let/(x)£Z [x] be irreducible, and set P = Z[0] where 6 is a zero of f(x). Since every irreducible representation of R is described by 6->X, where X is an integral nonderogatory solution of f(X) =0, the number of unimodular classes of such matrix solutions coincides with the class number of Z [6] . (See [5; 8] .) Now let o be a Dedekind ring (see [4] ) which is assumed to be a regular Z-module. By Lemma 1, every irreducible regular o-module is o-isomorphic to an ideal in o.
Lemma 2 (Steinitz [7] , Chevalley [l] . This result can also be deduced from [6] 
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use integers in Q(0). Then Z[d] is a Dedekind ring, and the lemma implies that every integral matrix X for which f(X) =0, is integrally decomposable into a direct sum of irreducible matrices satisfying f(X) =0. Lemma 3. Let e and S8 be ideals in o. Then there exists an o-automorphism of 0©$ which maps effi© isomorphically onto o©eS3.
Proof.
Since only ideal classes are involved, we may assume e+33 = o. Choose e0Ge, boE$$ such that eo -bo = l. Then define an o-linear map <j>: o©SB->o©33 by means of
It is easily verified that <j> is the desired o-automorphism of o©33.
2. Cyclic groups. Let G= {g} be a cyclic group of prime order p, and let Z[g] be its group ring over the integers. We shall use the re- In that case, the quotient module
where r summands occur. Since (6 -1) is an ideal of norm p, we see that B is an additive abelian group of type (p, ■ ■ ■ , p), and the integer r is thus uniquely determined as the rank of B. Let us fix Bk in the &th summand of (3) so that B is generated by the cosets 0i+(0-l),
• • • ,j8r+(0-l) (or pn + (0 -1)31 in case r = n). For example, we may choose /3* to be the unit element in o for k<n, while if r = n, we choose j3"E2l such that j8"£ (0-1)31.
On the other hand, M/M, is a regular Z-module, and therefore M, is a Z-direct summand of M. Choose a regular Z-module X such that M is the direct sum of M, and X. Then 
